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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study is to construct and estinate a model

of production behaviour for tobacco farmers in zarnbia. Tobacco is
a rnajor export crop for zambia. The final data set consisted of
annuaf production and price data for fifty farmers over three

seasons (L990/9L 1o 1"992/93 ). Production behaviour is modefed in
terns of a Transfog duaf cost function and an output supply

response equation derived from the first order conditions for
profit maximization.

Econonetric results suggests that there are dis-econonies of
scafe of in tobacco production. In addition estimated results
suggest that narginal costs of production are increasing over the

tine period (as indicated by a negative coefficient for time trend

in the output supply equation) . Reciprocity conditions for cost

minimization were not rejected, The elasticity of tobacco output

suppfy response was estimated as +2.6. The high elasticity may be

explained by a preponderance of commercial farms in the data set

and by the seriousness of foreign exchange constraints to farmers

over the period of study.
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BOz Bank of zambia

CFB Commercial Farmers Bureau

EAZ Economic Association Of zambia

Ha Hectares

Kg Kilograms

lb(s) Pound ( s )

NATCO National Tobacco Company (of Zambia)

IAz Tobacco Association of Zambia

TB7. Tobacco Board of Zanbia

USDA United States Department of A,griculture

VIAZ Virginia Tobacco Association of ZambÍa
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

This research is an econonic analysis of all-ocation of scarce

resources by the zambian tobacco farrners. zambia has been

undergoing trenendous changes in its econornic orientation - from

socíafist market economy to the capitalist narket economy. Because

the price controls were being done away with devaluation and high

levels of inflation set in the economy. Credit to the farmers has

become expensive. Since it takes at .least six to eight months for
farmers cul-tivating crops to reafize some revenue, and the fact
that they usually depend on weather, there is a greater risk in
Iending money to farmers.

1.1 PROBT,EM STATEMENT

Foreign exchange shortages have been forcing peopfe to engage

in economic activities they would rather not engage in. Tobacco,

being the second leading export crop/ provides the much needed

foreign exchange. Since all entrepreneurs are in business to
maximize their welfare (profit) some far¡ners have been gro\,¡ing

tobacco rather than food crops because tobacco has a relatively
high profit margin. The Iimited resources at the disposal of
farmers are diverted to tobacco production. This is the issue that
is analysed in this research effort - r,¡hether tobacco farmers

rationalfy allocate their resources.



1.2 OBJECTIVES

The main objective of this research is to apply a model that
will- closely describe tobacco farmers, behaviour. In deternining
whether these farmers are efficient resource allocators,
comparative statics wil-l be applied to anafyse the impact of the

variabfe costs, output prices, and factor prices on the tobacco

farmers/ behaviour. In so doing, I hope to come with some policy
suggestions of allocating factors of production between the various
competing end uses. The output wiff be important for the government

policy makers who have to gauge priorities.
The output of this research wifl be in form of information on

parameters such as elasticities and rates of change, which the
government can use in its poJ-icy formulation. There is need to knor+

the direction and magnitude of the tobacco farmers/ responses to
changes Ín factor prices or output prices or generafly effects on

output by changes ín operating costs, The government shoufd be

concerned because tobacco has been the second largest (if not the
first) foreign exchange earning crop for farners. policy

ímplications of the results are to be seen in terms of the
government devising and revising income stabílisation prograrìnes to
improve the welfare of the farrners. The government can make farmers

switch from tobacco to some other agricultural activity deemed

important and probably more or equally profitable by offering rnore

inforrnatj-on and incentives since the data on the magnitudes and

directions of change needed r¡ill be availabfe.
Although/ it ís difficuft to make long-tern ínvestment plans



involving larger amounts of capital or infrastructure movenents

under the current economic conditions in zanbia, at feast the

information should be there for use by tobacco farmers and those

contenplating going into farming as such.

1 . 3 ITYPOTIIESES

The general hypothesis to be tested is r¡hether tobacco

farmers' behaviour ís consistent with cost minj-mízation theory.

Specific hypotheses such as r+hether factor prices have any effect
on the behaviour of farrners, whether tobacco príce has any

significant effect on tobacco output and cost will be tested.
Despite its ímportance to the farners and the zanbj-an economy

as a whole, tobacco has not received as much attention as other
crops. Most of the Ínitiatives come from tobacco farmers

thernselves. Whether ít be marketíng or provision of extension

services or credit, tobacco farners have not been affected much by

government pol-icy.

1.4 DATA

Primary data, col-l-ected from the farmers for the L990/91,-

L992/93 crop seasons/ was used j-n running the model , Data was

coffected on the following variab.les:

-Unit price and amounts produced of Tobacco/

-Unit price and quantity of Fertilizer/
-Unit price and quantÍty of Seed¡

-Wage rate and number of workers,



-Unit price and quantity of Chernicals /

-Number of hectares and rental fees per hectare for tractor
services, and

-Size of the farm.

Afso some secondary (Tine-series ) data on the prices and

quantities produced of maize and tobacco was colfected. A1I this
data is located at Appendíx B.

I.5 METHODOLOGY/PROCEDURE

Anal-yticaf Procedure foffows from ouafity theory. The adopted

mathematícal form for the model is the transcendental logarithmic
cost function suggested by Laurits Christensen. I opted to derive
the factor share equations, which were used for estimating the
el-astícíties of demand (or substitution), rates of technol_ogical

change/ etc by use of the Seemíngly Unrefated Regression (SUR)

nethod. SUR is equivalent to the maximum likel-ihood estimates,

which yields more efficient estimates lhan OLS in cases involving
simuftaneous equations.

1.6 ORGANTSATION OF THE THESIS

Major components of this thesis in terms of organisation are

Chapter 1 v¡hich is serves as the introduction (and finishes with
this paragraph); Chapter 2 carries the theory and model; chapter 3

is devoted to description of the data set and estimation pïocedure;

chapter 4 discusses the results of the estimated model while
Chapter 5 is the conclusion,/summary.



Chapter Six: Appendíx A is where I have put the historicaf
background of the tobacco industry of Zambia. appendix B contains

the resufts of ¡nost of the tests perforned on the modef to check

çvhether it confirms with the economic theory. appendix C contains

the cross-section data that was coll-ected fron the farrners. There

is also some secondary tirne-series data as wel.l-.



CHAPTER TWO

THEORY AND MODEL

2 . ]- THE THEORY

A production function can be defined as follows:
y=f(L,K,F,H,W,)

Y is the amount of output produced / I_., is the number of workers / K

is the amount of capital, F is the amount of fertil-izers, H is the

nunber of hectares, and W is the v¿eather variable. In a more

specific mathenaticaf forn, U Ís íncluded as the error tern to
encompass aII other variables not explícitly expressed in the
model .

The production function is a purefy technical retationship
r,¡ithout economic content. It is required of a proper production

function that for every combination of inputs there correspond a

unique fevel of output. Since the entrepreneur will want to
maximíze output/ we presume that the production function yields the
naximum output for an input vector (Chanbers, 19BB).

The properties of the production function f (x), v¡here x is a

vector of input variables/ are:

L. If Xt>X, then f (xt) > f (x), a property referred to as

monotonic ity ;

2. f (x) is quasi-convex;

3. f (x) is finite, non-negative, single, and reaf -val_ued for all
non-negatíve, finite x; and



4. f (x) is a twice continuousfy differentiabfe function. All
rnarginal productivitíes are positive. The input requirement

set is convex i. e. fav¿ of dimínishing marginal rate of
technical substitution is satisfied.
In carrying out the analysis we make use of the neasures of

single ínput variation such as the average product and narginal

product given respectivefy by Apt = t (a) and Mpr = ôf-(x) A unit-'xì-dx¡

free measure of the marginal productivity is the elasticity of

output with respect to xi/ whose formula is e, = ôf^(x) .x¡. (Note- dx; Y

that xr is an input in the input vector X).

Elasticity of substitution between inputs xi and. x, is given

õ(x,/x,\ f,/ f.by oii = ãTffi #, 
The efasticity of substítution/ o t is

interpreted as a measure of the curvature of the isoquant in the
input space (Chambers/ 1988). It is a syrunetry neasure of
substitutabil ity between ti,¿o inputs.

We are interested in these comparative statics of a production

function, and if we can derive then in another way with fewer

econonetric problems the better. An afternative to using the
production function, for deriving the elasticities and factor
demands, is the use of the dual- cost function. The static cost
mininization model imply long-run equilibriun, though not

necessarily/ and therefore extreme restrictions come into play.



The standard assumptions underlying this model are that:
(a) The economic agents (farmers ) behave rationally,
(b) There is free entry and exit fTon the industry (tobacco sub-

sector). There are no restrictions on. any farmer to engage in
or abandon production of tobacco.

(c) Alf the firms (farrners¡ are price-takers i.e. no farmer can be

big enough to be a monopolist in the commodity market, or big
enough to be a nonopsonist in the input narket.

(d) The dynamic process is assumed away because ì-t requires
modelling expectations and adjustment costs/ which compticates

our model .

The advantages of using the dual cost function are given

below, but first here is the notation that will be used in the cost
function: C- is the minirnum cost of producing a unit of tobacco, W

the vector of factor príces, y the output and X. the vector of
chosen input variables. The input variables Xr depend explicitly on

exogenous variab.les W (factor prices) and the pre-determined output
leve1 (Y), and impficitly on the nature of technofogy. There is
also a quasi-fixed input in the model - the anount of land put to
tobacco. The properties of the dual cost function depend on

production function.

The advantages of using the dual cost function are as folfows:
l-. There is greater flexibility in specification of input demand

functions X(w,y)

2. Hypothesis of cost mÍnimization is readily tested in the
framework of input demand equations (functions)



3. Omitted variables from econonetríc model do not affect factor
prices to the same extent they affect production decisíons. In
the production function if the covariance between the error term

e and explanatory variabfes xi is not equal to zero e. g. e may

include nanagerial ability r¡hich influences the choice of x,

then the sinplest mode.l estj-mators (OLS/ SUR) are inconsistent.

On the other hand/ within the dual approach/ there is 1ess

likely to be a violation of the basic econometric assumption that
the covariance betl¡een the error term and the factor price equals

zero. fn the cost function onfy one variabfe (output y) may covary

with the disturbance e; r,¡hereas in the primal approach all
explanatory variabl-es x covary with e. However factor prices rnay be

híghly coflinear in cross-sectional data.

The short-run cost functíon C(v¿/K/y) ís defined at the
industry level-. It is assumed that the hypothesis of static
competitive profit maximízation and identical prices over fj_rms

holds. Thus, if rental prì-ces and output prices are identical
across firms, then the cost function C(w,K,y) for individuaf firms
satisfy the conditions for consistent linear aggregation over

static conpetitive profit maximizing combinations of K/ y (Coylef

1990 ) .

civen an output level , !¡e can explain input decisions rnade by

the far¡ners in static terms. The objective function of the producer

fornal-Iy stated as a static cost mininization problem, is of the
following form (long run) :



Minimize h/X

s.t. f (x) =Y

= c (w, y)

where x is the vector of input variables defined by least-cost
combination on the expansion path; W is the vector of input príces;

Y is the fixed level of output/ and C is the total cost of
production. The short-run cost minimization problen is

Minimize t{X

s.t. t(x,k) =y

= C (t't, y, F)

F stands for the ínput which ís fixed in the short-run.

There is no specification of hov,¡ output is deter¡nined by the

farmers in this case. The cost function/ denoted by C(\,/,y) / depends

on the technofogy since the only constraint to the mÍninizatÍon
problem is that X be capable of producing at teast output y. If the
production function satisfies properties of monotonicity/ weak

essentiality; and f (x) is finite, non-negative, real-valued for
non-negative/ finite x; then the cost function will satisfy the
properties of an econornetrically meaningful production function.

The properties of the cost function, briefly stated are (i) it
is linear homogeneous of degree one in w, implying that the derived
factor demands are homogenous of degree zero in input prices (the
partial derivatives of the cost function¡. Afl derived demand

responses to the input prices can be cornputed directfy from the
Hessian natrix of the cost function. (ii) it is non-decreasing in
\,¿/ y. (iii) it is concave and twice - di fferentiable in w.



From the properties of

supposed to hold:

the cost function, the following are

Shepherd ¡ s femna foffows that
ôxr(w, y) _ ôz c (w, y)

ô*t ðwrôw,

By Euler's theorem and linear homogeneity of the cost function
in w, ír has been proven thar f, 

U*tJ^:' u' v¡j = o .'í owj

3. Reciprocity (or symmetry conditíon) imply
ôxr(w, y\ _ ðx, (w, y)

price elastícity of

w, .ðx, (w, y)
xr(w, y) ô*i

Note that Ð or¡ = O and own price elasticity of denand o:¡ < 0 .

The derived demand elastícities are not symmetric, but

is negative, the i th input is said to be inferior or regressive,
but when this term is posítive the i th input is normal .

Afthough the cost function is derived fron theory of an

individual f Írrn, its application is usually done at industry l-evel .

The cost function is e¡nbedded within a broader behavioral rnodel .

For example, it can be derived from competitive profit maximizatj-on

which implies that cost rninimÍzation with first order condition
ôc(l¡ty) = p (p is the output price, which is equal to thedy

rnargína1 cost). This implicitly defines the optirnal levef of y =

11

It

ôri õ*,

4. The unit-free measure of the derived

demand is gíven by the fornula aij =



y(w,p) as long as f (x) does not shov¿ constant returns to sca.le.

Actually, solving the static profit maximization problem will give

us the output supply function, which is s imul_t.aneous Iy estimated

\,rith the input demand functions. (See under the subheading "Output

Supply Eguation" in this chapter¡ .

As mentioned above we are interested in estimating factor
productivity, economies of scale, elasticities of factor
substitution/ price elasticities of factor demand and impact of
technological- change for policy purposes. The economies of scafe,

the ratio between marginal cost (MC) and average cost (AC)/ is

gíven by e =
ôc(w, y) /ôy _ ôlogc

c/Y ôlogr AC/AY Ís the marginal cost and

C/Y is the average cost. When the average cost is equal to the

marginal cost ( e = !), then technology Ís said to exhibit constant

returns to scal-e.

2.2 THE MODEL

The nodel employed in this research effort is the

transcendentaf fogarithmic cost function/ otherwise referred to as

the translog cost function. rt is a ffexible function in that it
allows for simuftaneous estimation of the elasticities of factor
substitution, scale econornies and technical change. No l-agged

variables or expectations are ¡nodelled in order to avoid

conplì-cations that come along with the dynamic model-s. the

mathematical form of the nodel adopted here is that proposed by

Christensen, but with a few modifications, is as fo]lows:

1)



togC. = ao + dì.og Y *f artogW, + utT + dålogH
i

' j9,,r" *þ*(losv)'z - +Ðf,þrrtosrrtoswi + jFn,.'osa,
nn

* Eu"rlogYIogw, + aytTi'ogY + avhlogylogn + lbrrrJ.ogw_

+ bthTlogH * icnrlognlogW, + Ur,
I

The variable Y is defined as the total output of tobacco, Wi is the

i th factor price, T represents the season (time trend), C is the

total cost of producing tobacco/ H stands for the quasí-fixed input
(Iand that is devoted to tobacco production), and UÈ is the

stochastic tern. The d0 in the short run acts as a proxy for fixed

costs. Frorn this specification we are able to derive and estimate

the factor share equations, and hence the comparative statics which

help describe the decisions made by the farmers.

The factor share equations Sí are derived by applying the

standard Shephard/s l-eruna in expenditure function as being equal to

ôloqC vl AC WrXt
ôIogw, cAIit c ",'

n
S¡ = G-t * X 0¡¡1ogø¡ + ayilog Y + buT + c¡¡fogfft.

J

Every factor enployed in production conttibutes to the cost of
productÍon, and that share in total (variable) cost j_s Sr.

Si is the proportion of the totaf cost spent on i th input to
produce a unít of output. The change in Sr over tine can be

estimated by (Greene/ 1983 ):



dsi _ ôSi dlogy * S ô^sj dlogr,/j * A"s,

at - 

-ôtogv 

dt ' ?dT"s\--dt - dt '

ôs. ðlôIoøc/ð1oçw,lwhere ^.---r--= = i=' " t- , which ís the same as
d log Y dlog Y

or =-!i--, since , = 9logc- ô1ogø, ' ô1og Y

ô2 Iog C
ôlog ørô1ogr

The first term in # ,= zero Lf the production function is

homothetic i.e. if e is independent of factor prices, W. The

presence of this term is attributed to non - honotheticity of the
production function. ft indicates the bias of technical change;

thus we can say that technology is factor i-using if this term is
posítive or i-saving if this term is negative.

The econonies of scate given by " = ?Jogg is goinq to be asdlogY
n

follows e = d,y + Þologv * Eari:.ogw, + ây¿T + av;.og H
¡

An efficient scale at which average cost reaches its minimurn

occurs at a point where MC = AC (i.e. e = 1). Rearranging the

above eguation (assuming that farmers operate at an efficient
scale) we have the fol-lov¿ing result:

ayilogwi + aytT + avhlogH)
logr* =

vv

Fol-l-o\^¡ing directly from this is the proportional growth rate of the

ef f icient scale given by !]HI = 
æ 

, a constant. rhís resu.It



of a constant growth rate in efficiency seem too restríctive/
however, since technical change nay be dífferent in different time

periods.

The mathematical form of the rnodef specified above witl
invofve a lot of parameters \,¡hen estimating. Before estimating the

model, we test whether the symmetry and homogeneity conditíons are

satisfied. The equivafent nutl hypotheses are of the followíng
forn:

1. Symmetry of second order terms j-mplíes testing whether 9i¡. = P¡¡

2. I-.,j-near honogeneity in the factor prices requires us to test
n

Ðo'=t
-t

n

Ðari = o
¡

Ðar¡=o tji
nn
lpri = o I)ji

cni=o

Prt=o

Binswanger (L974) \,rrites / "Honogeneity of degree one in prices does

not impose homogeneity of degree one of the production function in
inputs. Alnost no constraints are inposed on elasticities of
substitution or of factor demand, which makes the function more

general than other functional forms currently in use".

SUR nethod requires that we drop one share equatíon fron the

set of equations to be estimated. It does not matter which equation

is dropped because there is no difference in estí¡nates arrived at
(in the absence of auto - corretation ) . For this reason SUR nethod is
equivalent to maxirnum likelihood method which gives efficient
estimates.
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The disturbance terms ui

given the above properties,

efficient.

E ( uit')

are correfated across equations; and

SUR's estímates are asymptotically

0

E (u¡t, uj') = s ij , for t=s

E(ui, ur") = O, for t*s

Alternatively, we can inpose homogeneity by nornalising the

factor prices in the factor share equatíons using one of the factor
prices; and Greene 1J-983) argues that rrsince the factor shares must

sum up to one at every observation/ one (equation) is redundant and

wifl be dropped out. In order to ensure that the estimates are

invariant to which equation ís omitted, a maxímurn tikefihood
procedure \^¿i l- l- be employed. Estinates of the parameters of the
omitted equation are obtaíned by using the linear honogeneity

restrictionrr .

The factor share equations, with normalized factor prices, are

going to be of the f o.Iloq'ing f orm:

n
S¡ = e¡ * iF' IoS# aytlogy * brtT + ch/rogl + vi t

lor i = 1,, 2, .,,.., m-1.

V, is the stochastic term in the transformed (or normalized)

factor share equations. There are a fot of possible stochastic
specificatíons that can be made, but for simplj_city sake we assume

that E(v) =0 and E(vr,v) =g

The coefficients for the omitted share equation are derived by

L6



use of the homogeneity property Sr = 1 - Ð Sr. The coefficients are
i

residuafs from the SUR estimates.

2,2.1 Output Supp1y Equation

The output supply equatj-on, derived fro¡n the static profit
maxinization condition, is to be estimated together with the factor
share equations derived from the static cost minimization problem.

The output supply equation captures the effect of the changes in
input price on output. The cost minimizatíon theory assumes that
output is fíxed from the producer,s point of view, and therefore
does not tell us much about effects of price changes on output. To

check on the effects of the ínput price changes on output we make

use of the profit function instead of the cost functíon to derive
the output supply equation. The profit function is a mathematical

representatÍon of the solution to an economic agent/ s optinization
probfem. The following specification of the profit function irnply

exístence of a cost function

ÍI(p, w) = Maf {ev - c(w, y)}

rr(p, w, Ð = y3ö pt(x, H) - lwtyi
We can separate the profit maxirnization problem into two stages

according to Chanbers (l-988); ,,The first stage, which nay be

intuitively thought of as short-run, involves maximizing profit for
a given output. The second stage (the long-run) is then to choose

1-7



output to rnaximize long-run profit. When output is fixed, revenue

is also fixed, and profits are maximized by minirnízing costs. " Then

there is the relationship between cost minimization and profit
naximization. fn fact, the cost function appears on the right hand

síde of the profit function.

The properties of the duaf profit function (Chanbers, 19BB)

are as fo]lows:

(i) II(p, ø) > 0

(ii) if P1 > P2, then II( pr, *) >fi(p2, ø) i.e. the profit function

is non-decreasing in P

(íii) Íf vÌ7 > w2 then tr( p, v/1) <Íf (p, w2 ) i.e. profit function is

non-increasing in W

(ív) tr(¿ ø) ís convex and continuous in (p, r,¡)

(v) l( tP, tw) = tIJ(p, W) , u > 0 lprofit function Ís positive,
linear honogeneous function of degree one¡

(ív) if the profít function is differentiable in p and W, then by

Hotelling/s Lenma the unique profit maximizing supply and

derived-demand functions are given respectively by

y (p, ,r/) - ôtr (-p-, w) and xj (p, *\ = - õTLLP, w) , Viop dw¡

Y(p,w) and Xi(p,vr) are the respective profit maxirnizing quantities.
Since we are going to use the demand functions already derived
under cost mininization problen above/ here we are only concerned.

with deriving y(p,w). The properties of the output supply function
y(p,v¡) from the profit function are as follows:
(i) y(p,I.¡) is homogeneous of degree zero in p and W. Only relative



price changes affect output supply.

(ii) The direct consequence of convexity of II(p, ø) ís that

ôy(p,w\ , ^---:---- ¿ u Theref ore the Hessian matrix is posilive semi -dr)

definite.

lrir¡ ôv\fu w) - - ôxt(-2' w) is the reciprocity conditiondvli dp

attributable to the twice - contínuous differentiabil ity of the
profit function.

Twice - dif ferentiabil ity of lJ( w, p, n) and Hotetling¡s lemma

estabfish the folfowing reciprocity condition in the restricted
profít maximizatíon model-:

/;\ ðy(w,p,H) - ô tðn(w,p,H\\\-¿l aH - --ôp|i-----ãli-/

t i i\ Axi (w, p, H) = A lô,,8 (u/, p, H) \\!tt -----ãH = ã*r\-----í ),

j=l-, ,...IV.
: ï'he advantages of specifying a restricted profit function:

, (i) II( w, p, H) is consistent with the short-run equilibriun,
: (ii) It is more realistic to assume that fírns are in short-run
: rather than long-run equilibriurn,
i

; (iii)Long-run equilibrium effects can be inferred (correctl-y) from
i

, the estimates of tr( w, p, H) using the first order condition for
:

, the long-run equilibrium level- of H-stock as



ôn (w, p, n**\ -
OH

tttrH, w]¡¡:-cln is the rentaf price of the fixed

input.

Together with other properties of the derived demand functj-on

not mentioned here, these properties are "exhaustive"; meaning that
"they represent a set of conditions on smoothly differentiable
supply and derived denand functions that ensure these functions can

be integrated to recapture the technology, as represented by

c(w,y)/ that generated them" (Chambers, 1988¡.

The first order conditions for profit maximization imply

Mul-tiplying both sides by y/c, vre have

p.Y_ = *,4 rvhich essential-l-ycoyc

revenue and total variable

becomes the ratio between total

cost. Sinplifying further yiefd
no _ p! _ ô1ogC, _'v- c -ãiosy - Ey + þvy1ogY * E r"il,oghr, + aytT + ayhlogï + uì

in logarithnic form. This equation wiff be estímated simultaneousÌy

with the factor share equations derived from the static cost
minimization problem.
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CHAPTER THREE

DATA SET AND PROCEDURE

3.1 Data set

Over hundred farmers responded to the questionnaire, through

the maif or directly interviewed by the author. Initially I
required data for six-year period, but because of the problems I
encounteied v¡hen administering the first few questionnaíres, r
revised the time period and the amount of information I coufd ask

for in the three nonths I had. fnstead, information for the last
three seasons (1"990/9L to 1992,/93 ) was gathered, and less
information on maize (the competing food crop) was gathered than I
had planned. A number of explanations coufd have been nade using

data on maize regarding allocation of factors between maize and

tobacco by farmers. I found that onl-y 50 of about 1_20

questionnaires had substantial information that could be used

because there were a 1ot of missing data-points. By the tine the
model- was to be run, only thirty-six observations out of the
possible seventy-eighty observations were used because observations

with missing data points lrere removed (Econometric progran/ Shazam

version 6.2/ does not dífferentiate between zero and. unobserved.

data points). The kind of data I ended up using was a combination

of information from farmers who had been growing tobacco for a long

time and others \^/ho have only grown it f or t\,¡o years or j ust one

year and probably stopped.

The poofed time - series/cross - sectional data r¡¿as col-l_ected on
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the foffowing variables:

1. Tobacco seed: prices and quantities used

2. MaLze: hectarage and quantity produced

3. Fertilizer: prices and quantities
: 4. Labour: number of workers and vrage rates
: 5. Tractor Hire: rates and number of hectares

6. Other inputs: unit prices and quantitíes used

7. Chemicals: prices and anounts used

I . Tobacco: quantity produced and unit price

9. The size of the farm. Land devoted to tobacco only was used. as

: a quasi-fixed input in the model .

:

: The data was collected from farmers in three major producing
:

, areas - Centraf, Eastern and Southern provinces. problems v¡hich
:

' arose during data collection were,

: 1. Most of the farmers do not keep records for a tong time.
Therefore meanÍngful data \,¿as only available for three years at

]: most/ but nostly for two years. Even then, there rvere a lot of
:

: missing data
ì

:, 2. There were differences ín the format in which the farmers keep

i their data and the way I would have fiked them to report.
: 3. S1í9ht misunderstanding of the operational definitions of some
l

of the variables I was interested in.
:

I For each of the variables on which data was coflected, the
ir following should be noted about their unit price and the amounts

, used. There is high variation in the price of all the inputs mostfy
:

: because of the high inflation that Zambia has been experiencing.

'))



The official rate of inflation in zambia was around 160 per cent

for most of the 1992/93 season.

3.1-.1 Seed

The high fluctuations in the price of seed that ¡+as recorded

is partialfy a result of the difference arising from the high cost
paid for seedfings by farrners who do not pïepare their own. The

farmers who do not prepare their own seedlings spend less on

chemicals since they do not use any chemicals on seedlings, For

those who raise their own seedfings¡ subsequent chemical expenses

follow when the crop is transplanted. In order to calcufate the
unit price of tobacco seed paid by farmers who do not prepare their
o\,¡n seedlings, the following crude conversions are used:

(i) 2 grammes of seed are used per standard seedbed, and

(ii) 6 granmes of seed can cover t hectare. This means that 3

standard seed-beds can cover L hectare) ,

For unifornity the prices paÍd for each seedbed are conveïted

to the standard uníts used for afl seed - price per gramme. The

contract farmers pay a lot more on the inputs provided by the
companies adninistering the credit/1oan packages. For contract
farmers, after the crop is harvested, it is taken by the agents for
sale. The input and adnínistrative costs are deducted from the
revenue before handing the remaínder to the far¡ners. Snall farmers

pay nore for seedlings because of their ignorance about input
prices. Relatively Iarge/ independent farrners pay substantially
little for their seed.



3 .1.2 Chemicals

A l-ot of different chemicals/ measured in different units, are

used in tobacco productíon. Choice of chemical used in research was

one used in large quantities; and those with the sarne units and end

uses. Expenditure on chemicafs v¡as not representative of what the
average farmer spends on chemicals. Aside from under-reporting on

amounts of chemicafs used/ there was high variation in the unit
price. The reasons for this are inflation and the distance fron the
official agricultural distributing centres.

3.I-.3 Machinery/Tractor llire
It \\/as not possible to go around asking each farmer how much

they spent on vehicfes, fuel and maintenance given the short time

in r¡hich data \,¡as to be collected. The rough estinate of this woufd

have been depreciation of the farm machinery, which is about l-0 per

cent of all capital investnent according to the Tobacco Association
of zambia (TAz). Since the total amount invested in machinery

waslis difficult to cone by, I decided to work with the amount a

farmer would spend if he hired a tractor to prepare hís fand. The

fee will include paynents for the fuel, oil, etc. The official fees

were provided by the Mechanical Services Dívision (MSD) and the
Department of Àgricufture. But since these services are mostly
provided by farmers with nachínery and time to spare the fees

differ from farmer to farmer and region to region. The targe
farmers had little knowledge about the cost of hiring tractors
because they did not participate in this business.

Land preparatj-on invofves four stages: ridging, discing,
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ploughing and stamping by tracl-or. A farner is tikety to spend the

sane amount on each of these stages. On the "virgin" or new land,

farmers spend a lot on tractor services/ but less on chemicafs and

fertifizers. If it is ofd land then the farmer just spends on

ploughing, but a l-ot more on chenicals and fertilízers. The

difference in preparation costs can be very big depending on state
of the land. However, a 1ot of tobacco farmers are of modest means/

they own nost of the major equipment they use on the farm.

3 .1.4 Fertil-izer
The standard packaging for fertitizers in zambia is 50 kglbag

whether it is Ammonia/ compound A, B/ ct D, or x. Farmers pay

different prices for the different types of fertilizers, from top

dressíng (Urea, ammonium nitrate) compared to bottom dressing (D,

Ct x) fertilizer. The difference in price is insignificant. fn
order to avoid the problem of introducing too many variables in the
model to acconmodate the different types of "fertilizerr¡ only one

price was recorded. It is not unusual to have at l-east t\,¡o

increases in input price in a season because of the high inflation.
The input prices reported depend on iqhen the farmer actuaf l-y

purchased his inputs. A month,s difference in purchasing tine rnight

translate ínto big differences in prices paid for inputs.
3 .1,5 Labour

A lot of labour is required for tobacco production because it
is a labour - intens ive crop. Right from the time seed-beds are

prepared to the time of harvesting a l-ot of labour should be

around. At harvest time a fot more fabour is required to pick up
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and cure tobacco leaves. Tobacco curíng is almost a 24-hour job.

For this reason tobacco hectarage tend to be small .

The wage rate for farm-l-abour has also been changing nore

often j-n these inflationary times. On average/ wages wou.ld go up at
feast two times in a season. Since the devaluation and inflationary
pressures set in on the Zambian Kwacha/ the \,rage rate goes up by

about 5 0 B every tine ne\,r \,¡ages are announced .

The differences in wages occur, depending on the size of the

farm and competition for labour v¡here there are a lot of farmers

needíng labour. Bì-gger farmers pay government - approved higher
wages/ whife the snaffer fanj-ly-based and contracted farmers (who

usually hire fabour during criticaf moments), tend to pay lower

wages for the sa¡ne work. fn the agriculturaf sector \¡¡ages are

generally low, and most farmers can not revise the wages regularly
to keep up with the rate of inflation.

In this research, no dífference has been made between hired
fabour and operator labour. Hired and operator 1or farnily) tabour

react differently to changes in prices. Whilst hired labour
receives some fixed r{age/ operator fabour participates in general

revenue or profits. Hired labour is more responsive to prÍce
changes than operator labour,

3 .1.6 Tobacco Price

It should be noted that the sell_ing price of tobacco varies a

lot/ but for dífferent reasons however. rirst the prices differ
because there are a lot of different grades of tobacco. Grading of
tobacco i-s very subjective. For Zambian farmers, the prices offered
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are about 10å lower than those offered in nej_ghbouring countries of
Zimbabwe and Mafawí. The Zambian crop is too snall and therefore

does not attract a 1ot of foreign buyers. As such there is
literally no competition anong the buyers at the auction f.loors.

The other major input not discussed is firewood. It ís a very

important input when finally curing tobacco leaf/ but there is
literaffy no pri-ce on it. It is left at the discretion of the
farmer to decide how much of it he can gather. Also, data on

buildings (shades, barns/ etc) was not collected because ít would

have required a lot more tirne for farmers to give reliabfe
informatíon. Figures on fíxed assets would have required adjusting
for inflation.

3.2 ESTIMATTON PROCEDURE

Factor ef.fÍciency and substitution could be estimated from the
cost function directly, but the estinates are less efficient than

those obtained by Shepherd/ s lemrna. Therefore factor share

equations wif l- be estimated using the zeflnert s Seemingly Unrelated

Regression (SUR) method. the fertifizer share equation r,¡ilI be

dropped from the set of equations to be estimated since only n-1_

equations are fínearly independent. This nethod is equivalent to
the maximurn likelihood method since the estimates are invariant to
which equation ís dropped, as long as SUR is iterative and there is
no auto - correlation in the model .

Strategy of normafizing factor prices in factor denand share

equations and output supply equation led to lower Rz in regression



results for the individuaf share equations. Therefore estimation of
the modef was done using un-normalized factor prices. Before going

ahead with the actual estimation of the model the folfowing tests
were performed :

(1) Test for symmetry condition, \,/hose null hypothesis is:

þt¡ = þ¡t
Ho:

Aiy = ayì

The second part of this null hypothesis actually also tests \,/hether

the output-supply share equation belongs in the modef. Ho\,¡ever, the

most reliable or conplete test for checking this aspect would be to
perform the Hausman specification test.
(2) Test for homogeneity condition,

5

H",ÐFrr=o
j-r

Symmetry and homogeneity restrictions were tested. Homogeneity

condition \¡/as rejected (See detailed results in Àppendix B). I
therefore imposed only the symrnetry restrictions on the system of
equatíons to be estimated. Since the homogeneity condition did not

hold with this data it means that the equi -proportionaf changes in
alÌ factor prices W fead to change in relative factor prices, and

hence changes the cost minimizing level of inputs X in the
objective function of the farner. It also foll-ows that the
technology does not have constant returns to scal-e as we woul_d have

liked it to be.

Put another way, rejection of homogeneity ímplies that cost
minimizing solution X* does not depend on the relative factor



prices. However since symmetry holds, it means that the system of
xi integrate up to the cost function C(w,y) (Frobenius theorem) .

ôc(_w, y) 
= x.(w,v) * I. r.ôx¡!w,v)

dwi t-J J dvli

rf homogeneity condition had held then by Euler,s theorem

- 
ôxr(ø,y) ,,, _ n

lJ ô*, "j

The variable cost functíon is non-l-inear in y.

Other hypotheses are índirectly tested in the duaf approach

e.g. the hypothesis that farmers are cost ninimizers was indirectly
tested using the symmetry and hornogeneity conditíons, since this is
one of the conditions that the cost functíon should meet in this
theory. Once these properties of the cost function hol-d it is
deduced that the function ¡nakes economic sense, and that the data

could have been generated fron the farmers \,r'ith technotogy which

makes it possible to be profit maximizers (or cost ninimizers).
The other condition the cost function has to meet is that the

second order derivatives with respect to (factor) price should be

negative seni-definite. ft has been sho\,¡n (chambers/ j.ggg) that the
second-order derivatives of the transl-og cost function with respect
to price can be nanipufated to yield the following

n = &c _ 29i¡c"* = Ar;Al, = -A (1-1ogrøt) for the diagonal erenents ' rt is
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^2^required that =:-f be negative semi-definite in the case of theowiowj

cost minimizing fírm. All the diagonal elements of this Hessian

matrix are negative, but cost function need not be gtobatly
concave. In Appendix B, I have only shown that the diagonal

efements are all negative because this is important for
establishing the negative semi-definite property , and therefore
that farmers are cost minj-mizers as the theory says.

The other individuaf hypotheses of whether prices, output or

time had any effect on individual factors are revealed by checking

the significance of the corresponding coefficients ín Tabfe 4.1-.

The OLS method ís not efficient for estimating the

simuftaneous equations in our model despite the fact that all
equations contain the same explanatory variables on the right-hand
side. the complete set of (econometric) system of equations that
was estínated is as follorvs:

w.x. s

- 
" 

= St= ai* ),_ qi1logw, + ayjfogy + buT + chilogV + ui,

i=1-,2,3,5.

= ay + þyyl-og Y ayiloglli + aytT + ayhlogv + uh
5+x

i=1

Pv_^-C-ÕY



CHAPTER FOUR

ESTIMATÏON AND RESULTS

Since the symmetry condition was not rejected, it was imposed

on the equations that were being estimated. The results were not

very different fron those where both symrnetry and homogeneity

conditions were imposed. The resulting estimated share equations

(see Table 4.L for detaifs) are as foffows:

Sr = 0. 865 +0. 036 1ogty1-0. 011ogrfr -0. 0481o9tr/3 -0 . 032IogW4

- 0 .007 logIr/s-0.0581o9f + 0.034? + 0 , 036 log¡j

Sz = -0,296 -O. 011ogigl+0,O53IogW2-0.005Io9t{3 +0,OO4logW4

+ 0.009 fogrls-0,01-7 logr-0.03 r + 0.025 f og¡/

Sz = O . 662 - 0, 048 1og rtt - 0 . 005 1o9 rrl2 + O . L29 1o9 [rr, + 6 . 032 l-og wA

- O ' 079l-og ¡/s + 0.0011o9 v+ 0 . 036 ? - 0 .0641o9ä

Ss = -0.059-0.007 logør+9.009 log Írr, -0.079 f og tr73 -O .0L2IogWA

+0. 169 l-ogø5-0.09l-ogy-0 .0627 + 0.l-811-ogÍ1

Sv = -1.667 -O.0581ogIr/,-0.0L7 logwr+0.001- J-og lrz, +O.r92IogW4

-0'09 log t{s + 0 ,5111-og v- 0 . 566 r - 0 , L82 logH

and of course reca11Íng that sn = r - | S, (i+4) , and the
j=1

coefficients of the omitted share equation are derived by use of
the honogeneity conditions:
55555

X0r:=o; Ðor=t, larr=ot fb,r=o; Ðc¡¡=0.j=t j=t Ta ¡q T=t
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We get the estimate of P4j = - i O' by rearranging the fiïst
ir4

homogeneity condition, and using the same principle a,4/ br¿ and

5

ch4 are derived. d4 is given by t - Eo, The complete Chemícaf
i+4

share equation, when all this is done, is:

Sa = -t,132 +0.O29 l-ogWa-0.056 IogWr+0.0031o9rl/3 +0.00B 1og tr¡¿

-O'O92logW"+g. L64logv+0,0227 - O. l-781og¡t

Stevenson (l-980) argues that given technological advancement,

the measure of input bias is ,o, = #lyø , assuming technofogy is

honothetíc. A positive Ib: implies that technological change is
relatively factor i-using. I¡i = 0 implies neutrality (there are no

changes in input proportions or factor shares¡ whil-e Jòj < 0 impl-ies

factor i-savíng technological advancement.

technological change may aÌso be biased to the returns-to-
scale, altering the range over which returns - to - scale of a given

degree could be reaÌized and possibly altering the output levef at
which ninimum average cost is attained. The measure of Scale

Economies is given bv e = 9l9C-q = 99.1ô1osr Ay C'

When e < 1 it means technology exhibits economies of scale,

e = 1 implies constant returns to scale, and.

e > 1 implies dis-economies of scale.

All the coefficients which capture technological input bias are
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very insignificant, except for output and fertilizer. Both of them

are negative and significant, meaning that technical change is
associated with a fal1 in output of tobacco and less use of
fertilizer.

Renember that e = 99/-9! = 9fgc-q ís the neasure of economiesC/Y ô1ogÍ "

of sca1e. It has afso been shown that output supply function from

the profit maximization objective function s.. = 4 = 9J"gc - Ac v- "Y c -ãtogv-dYZ'

Therefore, the Sy equation can yield estimate of e since they are

of the same forrn i.e. they contain the same expfanatory variables
m

e = Qy+ \ologv + E au¡logl/: + aytT + avn:.ogí
t

e = -t.667 - 0,058 (6,32) - 0,01_z (9.70) r 0.001- (5,04) + 0 ,]-92 (7 .69

- 0.09 (a'zs¡ + 0.511 (9.1) - 0.s66 (2.47) - o.l-82 (2,08)

= -1 ,667 - 0.366 - 0.16 + 0,003 + 7,476
-0'745 + 4,65 - 1-.398 - 0.378

= 1- . 4l_5

Since the value of e ís greater than one, marginal cost is greater

than the average cost, and therefore there are dis-economies of
scale in tobacco sector.

A measure of technofogical scale

," = þ*1",,. Ässuming re is the same

bias in Stevenson¡s work is

over the output range/ its
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negative vaÌue ímpÌies that the minimum efficient firm size has

increased. Efficiency can only be attained at higher output levels.
Therefore, production of tol¡acco by smal]er farmers is costly.

The coefficients from the individual share equations in this
nodel have no econonic neaning of their own. Differentiating the

factor share equations,

/i\ ôs, _ ôlõLogc/ðlogø¡l _ ôlãIogc/ôIogwrl\*/ dTogv4 - ------ãiõg'/j - ----iõg%-

(ii) -iL^. _, - tôlog-q/ô19gø¡l = ô lôro^gclôrogfl ¡shich reduces toêIogY ô1ogr ð1ogø,

=J=, the impact of l-og wi on economies of scale.
d log v,, i
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The Estimateal Share Equations

Table 4.1: The Coefficients of The Transcendental Logaríthmic Cost Function using poofed
cross - Section/Tlme - series Data For T:ne 1-990 /9L- L992 /93 crop Seasons.

Equation Const Seed

Seed 0.865--- 0.036---
(2.88) (2.34)

Machinery -0.296" -0.010
(-l_.699) (-L.29s)

Labour 0 .622 - 0. 048"""
(1.l_8) (-2.L99)

Chemical -L.L32 0.029

Fertilizer -0.059
(-0.1_66)

Output - L .667
( -0 .7 44)

Variab].e
Machinery Labour Chenical Fertil.

(quasi-fixed var. ¡
Hectares

-0.010 -0.048"--
(-1.29s) (-2.1,99)

0.0s3-"- -0.00s1
(4.40) (-0.30)

-0.005 0 .r29"-
(-0.30) (l_.969)

-0.0s6 0.003

Figures in parentheses are t-ratios, ta,n_k

to.ozs,ze = 2.O48 : (,t x*)

Criticaf Points: ta.os,za = 1.701- =,+ (x*)

to.ro,r" = l-.313 - (*)

-0.007 0.009 -0 .079-"" ,O .OL2(-0.46s) (0.66) (-2.48) (-0.63)
-0.058- -0.017 o.001 o .Lg2-
(-L.61_7) (-0.92) (0.012) (1.43)

sl s2 s3 s40.036 0.02s" -0.064 -0.788
(0.93) (L.278) (-0.99)

-0.032' -0.007
(-r..69) (-0.46s)

0.004 0.009
(0.s2) (0.6s6)

0.032 -0.079-.-
(l_.0s) (-2.48)

0.008 -0 .092

Output

-0.058- 0.034
(-L.61-7) (0.98)

-0.017 -0.03"
(-0.922) (-l-.s5)

0.001 0.036
(0.012) (0.609)

0.164 0.022

Time

0.169--- -0.09-""
(4.94) (-2.46)
-0.09-"- 0.511-"
(-2.46) (1.808)

S5
0 . t_8r-.*
(4.608)
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- 0 .062"
(-1.s7)

-0. s66...
(-2.28)



Afmost half of the coefficients in the share equations

resulted in estimates with significant effect on the cost function
at 90 percent ]eve] of confidence. Chemical coefficient is
significant at 90 per cent level of confidence in output and seed

share equations only. ft is surprising that machínery coefficient
is only significant in machinery share equation; I expected it to
be significant at least in output share equation as rqefl .

Technology coefficient lcaptured by the variable time) is
significant in the output share equation at 97.5 per cent level of
confidence, and in machinery and fertilizer share equations 90 per

cent level of confidence. The period over which the data was

collected is too short for any sígnificant technical change to have

occurred that would lead to significant changes in use of inputs.

T.bIa 4.r' 8."i. "t
Share Eqn. Means a2 D-gr R2

Seed

Machinery

Labour

Cheni caf

Fert i 1i zer

Output

0.075

0.071

0 .47

0.094

0.29

L.4L

0.013

0.001

0.032

0.009

0 .85s

i_. s6

1-.34

1.36

L.64

2.35

0.36

0 .62

0.15

0.74

0.26

Absolute shares shown above indÍcate that l,abour has the

largest share of the total (variabfe) cost of tobacco production,

followed by fertilízer, Seed and rnachinery. Ho\^/ever, this might not

JO



be the case if you consider the fact that the same labouï d.oes

other dutíes on the farm for the same \ìrage, víz production of other

crops or fivestock. The cost of chemical-s was not properly

accounted for because many chemicals which go into tobacco

production were not included by the questíonnaire. It should atso

be noted that the ratio of total- revenue to cost is more than 1, an

indication that farmers are making so¡ne profit.

4.1 The El-asticities Of Substitution

It has been shown by Binswanger (L974 ) that Alfen partiaf
efasticities of factor substitution/ given by

(r;; = o;; = Ð=* =t=*t = 
a'9- / or put anohher viay (uzawa, 1962 )- tr - rt x¡x¡ õwtôwt '

c (w, y) ô2^c (Y' Y)
o wio wìor, (w,r) =

fol lowing

can be simpÌified further to yiefd the
A c (e'/, y\ ôc(w, y)
---õwt

forrnulae:

õ*i

Elasticity of substitution
substituted for another with
model its formula is

: -:¿-J

at rvhich one factor is
constant. fn the prinal

. The denoninator is

(a)

(b)

"rr= +J*9i1 
+L'

1-
oii = *. (pii * s¡' - si) ,si

is the rate

output held

z^ (k/ 1)
z^ (MPPk/ MPPt)
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referred to as the marginal rate of technicaf of substitution
(MRTS).

t"bl" *.r' 
^tt." ". 

Substitutiont oij

Factor j
Machinery Labour Chemicaf FertilizersFactor i Seed

Seed

MachÍnery

Labour

Chemical

Ferti 1i zer

-5.93

0.81

-0.36

-3.54

0.68

-2 .57

0.85

1. 60

L .44

-0.54

L.72

-0.58

-o. /J

-3.37 -0.44

Own-price elasticities of substitution are all negatì-ve, which

is consistent with cost minimization behaviour. Chenícaf, seed and

machinery have the híghest absofute own - elasticíties of
substitution, L,abour and fertilízers have lower own-price

elasticities. When the cross-price elasticity of substitution is
positive it means the factors are substÍtutes, but if it is
negative then they are complements. Therefore, seed and labour are

complements, but the relationship is weak; meaning that
compl-ementarity can only be done to a very limited extent. Labour

has positive substitutability relationship with the che¡nical

inputs, but has a conplementary relatÍonship r¿ith fertifízer.
At L.72t the cross-price elasticity of substÍtution between

labour and chemicats is the strongest/highest foll-ov¡ed by that
between machinery and chemicafs (l-.60) and nachinery/fertil izer



(L44). High compfenentary relations are that of seed/chemicaf (-
3 . 54 ) and seed/fertif i zers ( -3 .37 ) . Except for four conplenentary

refatíonships ( Seed/Machinery, Fertifizer/Labour and

Ferti Ii zers/Chemicaf s ) afl the factors in the model are substitutes
for each other.

4.2 Elasticities Of Factor Demancl3

Price theory suggests that there is generally an inverse

relationship betv¡een price and quantity demanded of a conrnodity.

The own-price efasticity of demand is the ratio between the
percentage change in quantity demanded and the percentage change in
that factor's price, and j-t is normally negative. In the primal

nodel, the mathematícal formul-a for the price elasticity of factor

demand is 1jj

In the dual model the price elasticity of factor demand,

ôx, w.tlr. = ãrJ h 
has al-so been sínplified by Binswanger to yield the

following:

(a) nr=S*',
(b) îrr=S*s.,

i*j

i=j

The resulting estimates of the price elasticities of factor de¡nand

from the estimated nodef are given in the table befow:



Table 4.4: Price Elasticities of Factor Demand/ lij

Price i Seed
Factor j

MachineryLabour ChemicalsFertilizer

Seed

Machi nery

Labour

Chenical- s

Fertilizer

-0.445

-0.066

-0.027

0.384

0.0s0

0.058

-0.r82

0.060

- 0 .524

0.102

-0.L7

0.399

-0.256

0.502

0 .198

-0 .332 0.196

0.150 0.41"6

0.L62 0.1,22

-0.820 -0.688

0.052 -0 .L27

Note that all the absolute príce elasticities of demand are

Iess than 1. own-príce elasticities of factor demand are al-1

negative, and therefore conforn with the economj-c theory, and all
the factors in the model- can be referred to as normal goods in the
factor market. The cross-price efastícities of demand are not

synmetrical because of the presence of other competing factors
which have different degrees of s ubstitutabilíty and/ot

compl-ementarity . Therefore/ al_though the sígns of the cross-price
efasticity of demand bet\,¿een any two factors are usuafty the sane,

there are instances when substitutabÍ1ity,/complementarity is
invoked depending on which factor, s price has changed. Therefore

even very snall differences between two estimates of price
elasticities of dernand for two factors night have bigger
inplicatíons. For example the price elasticity of demand of seed

for machinery (-0.066) suggests complementary relationship/ but
that of machinery for seed (0.058) suggests substitutabitity
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rel-at.ionship between then. The other pairs of f act.ors with such

reversibfe refationships in the results are seed/chenical,

chemícaf/machinery, and ferlíLtzer /chemícals . The changes in
substitutabi l ity/compfementary relation between any two factors
depends on the following factors whích ínfluence the consumers/

(farners) response to change in price:

(i) magnitude of the change in price,

(ii) avaifability of substitutes or complements,

(iíi) quantities involved of both factors for a farmer to restore
that desired level of input proportions, and

(iv) the importance of that factor in the production process, and.

the price the farmer ís willing to pay for it.
Therefore/ ¡+hen fabour/ s price changes the response by farmers in
substituting or complementing ít is very 1ow compared to a factor
such as chemícal when íts price changes (check the horizontal
figures for fabour and chenical price elasticities of demand in
Tabfe 4.4 above) .

Ho\^/ever / even within these very 1ow elasticities we can say

that the largest difference (in absolute terms) in the elasticities
of demand are between the fol-lo\,¿ing pairs: chemicals/fertili zers,

chemicals/seed, chemical/machinery, fertilizer /machinery,
chemical/labour and labour/machinery, in that order.

The reversal refationship between fertilizers and chemicals

assume the extreme. A lot of money is spent on chemicals as it is
very expensive and very necessary in tobacco production. The

chenical price to some extent determines even the hectarage that is
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put to tobacco. There is a very strong compfementary relationship
betvreen chemicals and fertifizers (Table 4.3), but a relatively
weak s ubstitutabílity relationship when the order of change in
price is reversed. The functions of the chernícat input (protect.ing

plants frorn pesticide, weeds, insects, etc) are different fron
fertilizers lnourishment of the plants).

4.3 The Elasticities from The Output-Suppl-y Equation:

The economic rneaning of the elasticities from the output

supply equation can be deríved as fo.I.Iows:

o _ py _ ôlogc(vt, y-¡"v- c ---ôiosr

--- ôlogC C(w,Yx)' ãrogy p

Taking the derivative of Y v¡ith respect to p we have, knowing t}raty+ = y1O¡

-ñÁ ôyL - ôIogyand -ari= Ë / resul-ts into

2y = -õIogC(w,y-) C(w,y) * ô2Logc ôLosy
AP ôlogy p2 Aiogy" Al

* ôIogC 7 ôC(w, y-) ôy
ôIogy P ôy Ap

Rearranging the equation we have

9yl , - ô2 1-osc t - ôIogc ôc tl - _ ðrogc c
dP I ôIogy2 v ôIogy ôy Pl ôIogy pz



ôy=
AP

_ ôlogc C
ôIogY Pz

. _ ôzlogC L ôlogc ôc 1- ôI"sv't ãTowãy P

Multipl-y both sides by P/y and make substitutions for the followÍng

ôs, -ô2 Iogc "_ ôfogc_o =.^ ôÇ
6Tõç;v = 

Ñ"r' '= ôrogv d, = P' From the rísht hand

side we end up with the price elasticity of supply,

-" c
ðyp 

=õpv
p' lp

,- ôs" a-"lv- ôIogyy " 
I

ôyP_l - 1,.4r5(44.s2)6PY-lÆ
t \ 20, t3e I

347 .7 3
20,139

. = 2,64

Príce elasticity of supply suggests that farmers respond very well

to increases in tobacco príce. we can not compute 9, *t 
becauseøwi y

j *. have assumed that output in the profit function (fron \,rhich the 
l

output suppfy equation was derived) is not affected by changes in
. factor prices.

The shadow price of the quasi-fixed input can be computed fron
ì the first-order derivative of the static competitive profit-
' maxirnization probl-em (Coyle, L990).:,
:

: Max
' H,Y PY-c(w'n'Y) -wHH'



This inplies the following first-order condítions for an interior

soluLion ('l ôc(w'll* ' v*l + wH = o
dH

and (ij) ac (tr'-H* 
' Y*) -P=o'oy

I,le are interesled in the first result, which is multiplied by H/C

to yietd - j$ I!^ = *, ¡l .ìr - ôlogc = wH ! . Fron the costaHC -V ãTosE c

function, derive and estímat" 

-!JeS{ 

using oLS.
d t-og H

Then we wifÌ have the following estimated value for the shadow

price of land in tobacco:

ô1ooC C
AIogH H

_ ( _ 0.00866 ) I 5,432,3oo\
\ 18. s28 I

= zK 2,539.06 / ha



CHAPTER FTVE

CONCLUSION

5.1 ST'MMÂRY OF THE RESUITS AND TMPITCATIONS

The computations show that there are dÍs-economies of scal-e

(l-.41-5) in tobacco production ín Zanbia since the marginal cost is
greater than average cost as has been shown on p.34. This suggests

that further expansion of production will increase average costs

and lorver the profit margin at industry level . Technical Scale Bj-as

of -0.566 tefls that the ninimum effícient farm size has gone up.

efficient producers are those producing larger quantities of
tobacco.

This study aÌso provided an estimate of the shado$¡ príce of
land, which should be another important source of revenue for the
government. Up to now/ tax is not collected from aff those who own

agricultural 1and. This has encouraged speculation on the land by

businessmen who do not have anything to do with farmíng. Charging

a small user/rental fee (as indicated by the computed príce of the
quasi-fixed variable) on the land that a farmer hotds will
discourage many specu.lators who have so far paid only the initiat
application fees, made a few cosmetic changes and sold the land as

deveÌoped land/property to those who are serious about farming.

The fol-Iowing can be said about the other factors: labour j-s

available at very reasonable prices, and seem to be relatively
fixed. Fertilizer is manufactured by one factory that is being

considered for closure. It used to operate under ful-l capacity and
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coufd not conpete with imported fertilizers. Domestic dernand was

never met and always forced the price to be going upvards. Agro-

chenicafs are manufactured by two conpanies/ but because of the

high import content the prices are usually very high. all the major

machinery employed on farms are imported using the costfy foreign
exchange .

Although tobacco production could stiff be attractive to most

farmers because of the larger profÍt margin it offers and the

relatively effÍcient, ready internationaf market that exist(ed) /

there is so nuch uncertainty over its future. The sub-sector

continues to go down because of the shrinking international market,

a result of the changing attitude towards tobacco products.

In L993 narketing season the tobacco market in Zambia crushed

for the first tine. Almost al-l the farmers made losses because of
the low prices that \,¡ere offered for the crop. At the end of L993

marketing season a lot of farmers rTere contemplating quitting
farning altogether because other agriculturaf activíties were al-so

not as promising, except for livestock farming. Maize/ the staple
crop/ was also not doing wel-l because its marketing was being

reorganised - private individuals were aflowed to carry out the
marketing of the crop. This was followed by drastic fal-1 of the
price. Maize production is the first afternative that is usually
considered by those who grow tobacco whenever they want to swítch.
But at the end of L993 maize was not so nuch of an alternative.

Officials in the tobacco industry believe that the probJ-em in
zanbia is not with the prices offered for the crop, but the low
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yíelds and snall production realized by most farmers. It is
difficult. to attract many internatíonal buyers if production is
Io\¿ and therefore there is very l-ittfe conpetition for the crop

among the buyers. Thj-s leads to the falf in prices that are offered
for the produce.

Whilst the government of Zambia is currently ínterested in
promoting food seff-sufficiency, it might not be in agreement v¿ith

the farmers who míght devote their resources and tine producing

somethj-ng else that has a higher return (tobacco beíng one of
these). Output elasticity of 2.64 certainly points towards an

increase in tobacco output if its price went up. For tobacco

farmers in zambia¡ naize and tobacco 1iterally used to compete for
the límited resources. Farners getting tobacco ]oans from NATCO

were required, as a matter of policy, to devote some inputs to
maize production. For every two hectares of inputs given out for
tobacco, one hectare worth of ínputs were to be devoted to naize
production. This way food sef f - sufficiency was naintained at the
farm levef, Today, both tobacco and maize are not as promising as

they were a few years ago.

The econometric results from this research could be of great

use to governnent policy makers. They can strenqthen/rational Íse
their decisions using the Ínforrnation provided here. In the short
run government devote some tirne to seriously l-ook at alternatives
to tobacco production as it r^¿on,t be long before the resources in
this sector are underemployed or altogether declared unempÌoyed.

For l-abour, rural-urban migration night go up as peopl_e start
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looking for work elsewhere. Apart from loss of employment, there is
the reduction of agriculture/s contribution to GNp. Farmers in
Zambia have very fimited success r¿ith other cash crops and

therefore they do not offer a long term solution; cotton production

is likefy to be headed do!¡nwards as textife plants are closing down

because of the stiff conpetition from South Africa whose goods are

aflowed to come with mininum restrictions nol/¡. wheat and ríce stand

a good chance although their marketing infrastructure has yet to be

wefl established. Because of the smal1 domestíc market, success

here wiff require exporting to neighbouring countries whose

cfimatic conditions do not allor+ for cheap production of these

crops (e.9. Botswana) . We have to compete with the technologically
efficient South Africans.

5.2 I,IMITATTONS OF THE MODEL

Briefly stated/ the nost important fimitations of the model

which are not likely to hofd are: (a) The assunption of weak

separabifity between included inputs and afl the other ì-nputs not

incfuded in the model (Applebaum, L977); (b) Specification of the
nodel i¿hose true mathematical form can not be known; and (c) The

conditions for consístent aggregation over firms and Ínputs are

very stringent (farmers facing identical prices) / and I do not

expect them to hold .

These problems probably explain rejection of the honogeneity

condition. It coul-d be that f had applied a wrong theory

al-together¡ or if the theory is alright then the mathematical form
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of the empirical model is wrong. The behaviour of far¡ners míght be

inffuenced by risk and not so much by the need to minimize costs oï
naximize profits. There is al-so the high probability of errors in
data that \.,/as col.lected that would lead to re j ection of homogeneity

condition.

Since the data used \,¡as pooled cross-sectionaf data from the

three tine periods there is room for error interdependence over

time to occur i.e.it ís possible that Bjj may be different ín

different time periods, contrary to e¡hat has been impficitly
assumed. This could be handfed by specífyíng a share equation for
each time period; then testíng and probably imposing the symnetry

and homogeneity constraints. We can a.Iso test whether the

parameters Pi¡ are constants over time, given enough degrees of

freedom. It should also be noted that these results generally appty

to commercial and emelrgent farmers, but not smal1 scafe farmers

whose data did not account for much in the estimated model .

Límitations of the resutts fron the research arise mainly from

the data utilized. The data was collected at the time when farmers

were going through their worst experience - collapse of the tobacco

market in Zambia because of globat over production. Liberalization
of the economy paved way for more conpetition from neighbouring

countries leading to the fal-I in agricultural produce prices. There

was just so much uncertainty among the investors during this
period, but more so for farrners whose stock turns over slowly, but
had to contend with high rates of inflation.

Consequentl-y it is difficult to model farmers/ expectations
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for tobacco prices/ and they are unlikefy to behave as ïisk-neutraf
profit maximizers. However/ the assumptíon of risk neutral
behaviour is imposed in the modef by the equation relating
(expected) output price to narginal cost of production. rf Risk-

aversion is taken into consideration, it will mean that output
price is going to be an endogenous variable. Cost rninimization

hypothesis is consistent with risk-averse behaviour, but profit
naximization is not. As such, the output supply function wilf not

enter our rnodel since \,/e wiff not be assuming yield risk. The high

variance in the prices that were recorded .was mostl-y attributed to
the high rate of inflation in the country. Official inflatíon rates
for most of the early 1990's \,¿as over l-00 per cent.

The absence of data for some of the variables like
buildings, vehicfes and other fixed assets night have required
nodifying the model to incorporate this aspect. Then t¡e ruould have

had long run and short run estímates of the factor efficiency and

elasticities which can be varied for a reasonable time períod.

Instability of the zambian political - economy for the past four or

so years has had an adverse effect on the behaviour of the peopl-e

in terns of taking risks. I/m not sure whether the data generated

coul-d have been any dífferent under stabfe economic and politícal
conditions .

Seríous limitation of the nodel- itself (dua1 cost function) is
that it assurnes output levels are not affected by factor price
changes, and therefore indirect effects (via output fevel) of
factor price changes on factor demands are ignored. rMoreover/
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ínc.lusion of oulput levels as expfanatory variab.Ies may lead to
simultaneous equation biases if output levels are not indeed

exogenous. this problem is certainfy compounded íf a nufti-output
cost function is estimated" (Lopez, 1982a).

The model ernployed is constrained in that it assumes that
coefficients of transfog function estimated on cross-sectional data

do not change as one rnoves from period t to t+j. In other words it
is inplicitly assumed that non-time second-order coefficients do

not change over time (Stevenson/ 1980), fn his study/ Stevenson

suggested a truncated third-order Taylor-series expansion in order

to measure rates of technological change over a given time períod.

Ho\,rever, a third-order truncated Taylor-series expansion woufd

imply a lot of coefficients would have to be estimated, and given

the limited data that was collected this is not possible since the
degrees of freedom would literal1y vanísh and no econometric tests
!¿ould be performed. In fact introducing a fot of variables in the
model raises the l-evel of nulticollinearity among the explanatory
variables (Stevenson/ 1980).

In the case of Tesource - conpeting crops like maize and

tobacco/ it might have been more reasonable to have gone r¡¿ith the

nulti-output model . In the single output mod.el , we are faced with
the problen of having to separate inputs utilized by each of the
outputs (or crops), but in multi-output approach you do not require
any knowledge regarding the al-location of different inputs to each

of the outputs (L,opez/ L982a) .
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5.3 SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

Further interesting research could be done from where I left.
An assessment of food security by looking at resource/factor
al-location between maize and tobacco is an obvious extension that
woufd elevate the value of this research. This is more important
given the current health concerns by most countries where tobacco

products are consuned, and thís is of equaf importance in countries
like Zambia that consider tobacco as one of theír major generators

of incone and enploynent. Ho\,¡ever, an even more valid reason is
concern over food security in Zarnbia v¿hich fron time to time

experiences some food shortages because of 1o\,¡ food crop

productíon. Tobacco farners are of mod.est means, and if given the
incentives they can divert their resources to food crop production.
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CHAPTER SIX

APPENDÏX A: BACKGROUND INFORMATION

The Minístry of Agriculture categorises Zambian farmers into
three groups on the basis of the anount of l-and put under

cuftivation. The Small-scale farmers are all those farmers who

cultívate less than fíve hectares of land; Emergent farmers are

those \,rith anything betv¡een five and twenty hectares/ whife the

Conmercial. farmers have more than twenty hectares of land under

cultivation, The other characteristics and types of farming are not

considered in this classificatÍon. Of approximatefy 45 nilfion
hectares of zanbia's arabfe land only 4.5 miffion hectares are put

to agricul-tural use. And less than one per cent of the cultivated
land is under irrigation, nostly by (targe scale) wheat farmers.

Smafl-scale farmers gro!¡ a 1ot of the staple crop (maize)

rqhich accounts for over 70 per cent of the marketed agricultural
produce. So much importance is attached to naize by the Zambian

government because it is a measure of the food security position of
the country.

In I974 the govern¡nent introduced the policy of uniform
pricing for al-l crops. No matter where one resided, he paid the

sane price for most of the agricultural commodities. The uniforn
prices do not reffect the difference in cost of production¿ or
costs incurred for handling, storage and transportation. Therefore,

the high-bulk, fow-va.Iue crops and those with a large foreign
exchange bill for inputs and,/or transport costs were not priced
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properly. This fed to uneconomic a.l.location of resources as farmers

were encouraged to produce even when the conditions were not

favourab.Ie, or in the case of maize the producers were encouraged

to sell everything they produced because of the high price v¿hile at
the same time they coul-d buy the sane produce at very low

subsidized prices.

Agricul-turaf sector contribution to the cDp is between 10 to
15 per cent¡ and provides about 8 per cent of the formal

empJ-oynent. The most important sector in the zanbian economy is
mining, which generates over 90 per cent of the foreign exchange

earnings, and provides a lot of e¡nployment. In agriculture, the

most inportant foreign - exchange earning crops are cotton and

tobacco .

As the relative price of maize ín terms of tobacco went up,

more maize was produced whífst production of tobacco went down as

sho¡,in in Table l-. with falling tobacco output, tobacco exports went

down just as the volume of maize imports \4rent down following
increased maize production.

Tabl-e 6.1! Marketeal Maize Ãnd Tobacco

YEAR MAIZE
( ,000 9OKG BAGS )

VIRGINIA TOBÀCCO
( / 000 KG)

BURIJEY TOBACCO
( '000 Kc )

L964
l_965
7966
1_97 0
L97 5
1980
l_98s
l-988

2t202
2 ,864
4/300
1t 468
6,2L6
4 t247
7,069
15, ooo

L0 | 962
6, 600
6 ,267
4 t794
6,466
4t726
2t132
3, 515

r,993
855
224
387
5 01_

654
565
525

SOURCE: Shawa, ,f . ,f . " Structura.I Ad j ustnent f n The Agricuf tural
Sector: The Case Of Maize And Tobacco In Zanbia" (Unpublished
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Paper, 198

Some of the reasons for the decline in tobacco exports are;

(i) expatriate farmers who \{ere the major producers started
leaving the country ín the early 3-960,s.

(ii) covernment incentives were directed towards attaining seff-
reliance in food crops.

(iii)In recent tines, there is a consented effort in tobacco

inporting countríes to disapprove of tobacco products for
heafth reasons which has led to drastic fafl in denand.

Smafler farmers do not have the resources to produce optimaf
quantities from which they can profit. This resulted in the steady

fall in tobacco exports. Therefore tobacco is a crop produced by

farmers with sone modest capital to invest in the inputs.
GRz Policy has been geared to increasing agricultural output

and enhancing sel f - sufficiency in food. The governnent l.¿oufd also
like to reduce the excessive dependence on copper exports for
foreign exchange by increasing agricultural exports. fn order to
stabil-ize far¡ners' incomes diversify agricultural activities,
Tobacco was to be introduced to rural popufation because it had

more potential of increasing rural incone than the other cash

crops .

Since tobacco is labour - intensive, government policy requires
that alf producers to produce some significant amounts of maize for
their l-abour force to ensure food security. Thus credit given out

by TBZt NATCo and private companies has to include inputs for maize
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production as weff. This works well since maize benefits fron being

grown on land previousfy put to tobacco. This ensures sone self-
reliance in terms of food.

6. L ?roduction

Tobacco production in zambia started shortly after Worfd War

It but it v/as early 1950/s when acceptable quality tobacco was

produced in significant quantities. In 1955 the British government

undertook to buy 4.5 nillion fbs of flue-cured Virginia tobacco to
stimulate production. The industry expanded reaching a record high

of 24 millíon lbs in 1964 (TBz, 1,97L) .

Before independence in 1964, the Federation of Nyasaland (now

Malawi) / Northern Rhodesia ( no\'¡ zanbia) and Southern Rhodesia

(present day zimbabwe) had established a reputation at
international market as the following remark regarding the
competitiveness of the Federation tobacco implies the price
of the United States tobacco rel-ative to competing tobacco was

quite high. In l-965/ the net export price of U.S. ffue-cured
tobacco was approximately twice that of Rhodesian tobacco, which

was generally acknowledged to be the next highest quality tobacco

after the United States'r (,fohnson, 1984). tn L954 leaf tobacco was

second in generating income for the Federation. over 90 per cent of
the tobacco \,¡as exported, approximately \,¡orth US $ 7 0 mif f ion . This

represented 3/4 of the total agrÌ-cultural earnings of the
Federation. The principal markets included the U.K./ Australia,
Uníon of South Africa and West cermany. fn 1954 the Federation
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exports reached 70 per cent of the total worl-d tobacco exports/

four times the average of the 1935-39 period (USDA, 1956).

However tn 1967 production went dorqn because of a government

enactnent to increase farn \,rage rates and fringe benefits (housing

or rent alfowance) . This combined rqith an attractive maize producer

price led to a fall in tobacco output in L967.

Before L966, the 1íne-of-rai1 production was sotd in
salisbury, Rhodesía \,rhile that f rom Eastern province \^¡as sol-d in
Malav¡i. Tn l-966¡ Tobacco Board of zanbia (TBZ) opened an up-to-date
auction ffoor with a sale capacity of 450t 000 lbs per day. rn the

following year TBZ commissioned a tobacco processing/ redryíng, and

packing pfant in Lusaka with a capacity of 40 miflíon 1bs annually

on one shift (TBZ/ L97L).

Tobacco productíon \47as encouraged by establíshing
(í) Mukonchi Training Scheme, an extension of the 1970 World Bank

Project. The schene was to traín zambians to manage 300 acre

farms as Assisted Tenants under TBZ supervision;
(ii) Tenant Farming Scheme rented out farms of about 500 acres of

arable land to experienced farmers for a period of five years

with an option to renew;

( iii)Popota training Coffege was to traÍn niddle management and

extension staff for TBz; and

(iv) Family Farn Tobacco Schemes (IBz | 1-971-).

Today tobacco producers in Zambia consist of
( i) large corunerciaf gro\,¡ers ( former Assisted Tenant tobacco

farmers under TBz farms ) .
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(ii) Family Farming schenes at village level . production by this
group fell fron 750,000 kgs (1981) ro 145,000 kgs (L985)

because of lack of management and finance. NATCo boosted their
output in 1986 Lo 421-t 000 kgs (VTAZ, 1987).

(iii)Peasant farmers gro\,/ the crop as tenant farmers for big

enterprises whlch provide thern r,¿ith the inputs required.

Tobacco production involves the following
(a) a continuous work-prograrnme of over 15 months from basic land

preparation to presentation of tobacco at safes;

(b) 3-month, labour intensive reaping/curíng season/ which

requires 24-hour surveiffance to ensure a good cure, and

(c) consÍderable expertise and management skifls are requirêd for
preparation of land, seed beds, planting, soil furnigation,

weed control, reaping, curíng, fertilizing, succouring and

presentation. It is not easy to recruit personnel having these

traits.

And the costs of setting up infrastructure (barns/ machinery,

etc) for a viable tobacco growing operatíon are very high, and

considering that nost inputs are imported there is a high foreign
exchange bill .

Tobacco bej-ng a labour - intens ive crop, provides a livel-ihood
to some 28,000 workers and their dependents who earned some zK 24

míflion in l-986 (VTAZ, | L987 ). Tobacco also provides farge amounts

of income-tax revenue to government. Tobacco farmers are large
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naize producers since maíze benefíts fro¡n being grown on .land

previously pfanted to tobacco.

, 6. 2 Inf tastructure
r Tobacco Board of Zambia (TBz) was established by an Act of :.

Parliament passed ín L967. The Board of Directors are appointed by

the ¡ninister responsibl-e for Agricu.Iture. The Board was responsible

for af1 aspects of tobacco industry, incÌuding growing, packing and

selling. In 1985, \^/hen NATCO v/as set up, the Board,s functÍons were

, l irnited to :

, -monitoring and enforcing provisions of the Tobacco Act and other

: Iegíslation governing the industry,
:, -maíntaining registers of growers as required by 1a\"¡/ and ¡

:

: -managing the auctíon/clas s if ication floors,
National- Tobacco Conpany (NATCO) was formed to revamp the

declining tobacco production by peasant farmers in l_985. The main

, functions of the company were to:

: -process and pack tobacco fot the export market;
j -.n"ure increased plantings through incentives, technicaf advice

. through extensíon service;
-admíníster credit scherne for the benefit of peasant farmers;

-províde ínputs at right tj-ne, and

, -secure export narket for Zambian tobacco.

NATCO credit to small-scale farmers was in form of
fertilizers, chemical-s, seedlings, packing materia.Is, tractor hire.
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NATCO \,/anted to duplicate the success of the Lint Company of zambia

(LINTCO) which raísed contribution of s¡nalf-scale farmers ín cotton

production. Private enterprises are allowed to mobilise smalf-scale

farmers on scherne basis. There is Burley Tobacco Development

Company (BTDC) in Eastern province, Centaf in southern province,

Fodya/ Lupenga Farms/ Marklands, Âsgrow and Lukanga Investments, to
name some of the najor prívate enterprises in tobacco business in
zambia.

At the time of independence in l-964, the only credit progranune

for the mass of agricultural producers were the peasant Farmer

Scheme and growers of specialised crops. The Land Bank and

commercial banks r,¡ere exclusívely geared to the needs of large
scafe comnercial farmers. When Credit Organisation of Zambia took

over the Land Bank/ it injected credít into rural areas. In 1970,

Agriculture Finance Conpany (A¡'C) / a subsidiary of Rural

Development Corporation, was created (TBZl 197I),

Because of the small-ness of tobacco índustry in Zambia, it can

not support a tobacco research progranme. Any latest information is
given by Kutsaga Research Station of zÍnbabv¿e.

6.3 Marketing

The Primary market serves the small-scale farmers. NATCO

charges 30? service support to pay for transport, administration
costs of extension services. The Main narket serves all producers

who operate without the NATCo assistance. TBz runs this market with
the Commercial farmers/ Emergent farners and NATCO.
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Burley tobacco is financed by NATCO and Intabex. Intabex

purchases tobacco by classification and exports ít to Malawi.

Centaf Tobacco Producers purchase aft the tobacco produced west of
the Luang\.,r'a river while Intabex purchases atl Virginia tobacco

produced east of the Luang\,¡a river and alf the Burley produced in
zanbia. Both buyers purchase tobacco on three-year roll-over
contract basis (VTAZ, 1-987).

The auction system was replaced by ctassification in L977

because the crop was too smaff to warrant an auction. With three

merchants buying a smalf crop there was no competition, resultíng
into poor prices. Price negotiation team comprises of the Minishy
of Agriculture/ NATCO/ VTAZ and TBZ.

Since l-980 fl-ue-cured crop is tendered to Centaf Tobacco

Producers, a subsidiary of cerbruder Kul-lenkamp of West cermany.

The tobacco that Centaf purchases is processed and packed ín NATCO

plant, where it is blended to the specification of Centaf c1íent
International Cigarette Manufacturers at an agreed price. The

export price that Centaf receives is approximately doubte the floor
price receíved by the Zarnbian growers (VTAZ/ l-9BZ).

The tobacco that Intabex purchases is exported unprocessed,

but they pay a charge in foreign exchange in lÍeu of processing

charges. The requirements of the donestic company/ Central
Cigarette Manufacturers (CCM), are easily rnet because they have a

s¡nall market to carter for.
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6.4 Foreign Exchange Policy

Because tobacco is mostly produced for the exporL market,

exchange rate policy is very crucial in the tobacco farrners /

operations. Exchange rate has a "...major impact on allocation of
resources/ incentive to save and invest, the decision to produce

and consume, and the distribution of income and v¡eaf th't (EAz

Newsletter/ Oct. 1993). rt is a key deterninant of balance of
payments whích affect a country's external indebtedness, and how

much v¡ealth individuals and firms hold in local financiaf assets.

For the nost part of the Zambian economic history/ exchange

rate has alv¿ays been fixed. There used to be surplus foreígn

exchange until after the 1973 "Oil Shock". The mid 1980/s foreign
exchange shortages forced the government to start devaluing the

Zambian Kwacha (ZK). Deval-uatíon continued v¡ith the new government

that came into power in late l-991. The l-atest government actj-on on

the val-ue of the exchange rate had been:

- January 1-992 by 308 devaluation of the ZK;

- October L992 a freely deterníned exchange rate and Bureau de

Change were alfowed to operate/ and

- July l-993: BOZ intervenes in the foreign exchange market after
zK plunmets in value rapidly by pouring in Us $ I mill-ion

every week, most of which was donated by the internationaf
donor coÍununity supportive of the on-going Structural
Adjustment Progranme whích was being carried out under the

auspices of the fMF and World Bank. Exchange rate qained value

from 2K600 to 2K450 to a US dollar (EAZ Newsletter, Oct. ¡93).
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Note that during the period when devaluation was going on, the

exporters were enjoying the returns fron their exports.

Another important aspect regarding foreign exchange is that
non-zambians f arrners were affowed to retain 5å of their foreign
exchange earnings ín excess of 5¡000 kgs in l-982. This went up to
15 I ín Feb of l-987 and finally to 50 A when the foreign exchange

shortage \,¡as very acute (VTAZ, 1,987 ).

In 1980, lBZ was reorganísed¡ and the responsibility of
promoting tobacco was given to the Ministry of Agriculture.
Ho\,rever r the tobacco sector contínued to perform poorly because of
fack of motivation on the part of extension workers, late payment

for produce, low producer prices and fack of credit to farmers in
general . In l-985/ NATCO was for¡ned to pronote tobacco production by

the smal-f - scale farmers.

The change in administration of tobacco industry (NATCO taking
up some of the TBz functions Ín 1985) contributed to poor

performance by the tobacco sub-sector such that by 1990 only 2.2

million kilograms of tobacco were produced. With 23 nillion
hectares of class L and 2 arabl-e land, adequate fuel supply and a

potentiall-y large labour force/ zambia can do nuch better than

Mala\,¡i (163 the size of zambia) or zimbabwe (half the size of
zanbia with semi-arid soifs) which have enjoyed relatively greater

success at the internatÍonal tobacco rnarket (TÀz¡ l-991).

Following the 1,99L/92 draught season, there v¡as an

oven¡helming response from farmers to government cafls to increase
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agricultural output. Despite the fact that many farmers tn L992/93

crop season had a bumper harvest, many farmers wenL bankrupt. "Many

big farmers borro\,r'ed at between 50-60 A interest. Towards the end

of the first quarter, thj-s had soared to 1408 and when compounded,

this figure was in the region of 324et and coufd be more if
penalties are included r' ( / Oct. 1993 ) . Followíng

from the inflation/devaluation process of the lâst five or so years

the far¡ners have to contend wíth prohibitive input prices and very

hígh ínterest rates. Unless there are other activities whích could

offer the same range of profitability as tobacco used to, we might

experience disinvestment in the agricultural sector as a whole.

Diversification of the agricuftural sector is going to be

difficult if the econony continues to perform poorly. A lot of
avenues into v¡hích farmers were to diversify are closing as the

liberalization po1Ícies take their toff. There is Iittle incentive
to continue raising cash crops in general because farmers would

also like to realize their revenue at a faster pace and utilize it
as soon as it cones in before it is sl¿alÌowed up by inflation.

Ruraf-urban migration can not be arrested given the poor

performance of the agricul-ture sector which employs a significant
portíon of rural labour. Tobacco sub-sector is a big empÌoyer of
the ruraf fabour, such that v¡hen it performs poorly rural-urban
mígration is likely to go up. covernment needs to look at how to
retain or deploy the labour and other resources that are currently
retained within the rural areas by offering more information and

incentives on other ventures l¡hich can be equal_l-y or more
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re\^/arding.

In the wake of liberalized foreign exchange market, now

farmers find it convenient to produce anyt_hing for export to have

access to foreign exchange. Farners can no\{ retain 100 percent of
their foreign exchange earnings and governnent is less strict on

imports of agriculturaf inputs like machinery, chernicals, etc which

are not avaifabfe ín zambia. Individual-s can have bank accounts in
foreign currrency denominations.



APPENDIX B:

Table B,1r Homogeneity

HYPOTHESES TEST RESULTS

and Symmetry Condition Tests,

1. Homogeneíty condition:

HO: 5

E 0r¡=0, Eur"=o
i+4

Critical points:

1l.or,, = 15.08

yf .or,, = tt ' ot

2. Symmetry Condition:

Ho: Br, = 9r, , ai, = âyi

,i,j+4

Critical- points:

Io. or, ro -- 23 ' 2O9

Xo. os, ro = 18.307

Xo.r,ro = l-5.987

Observed 
X? = 28,66

Observed 
X|,o = tB .35



Table 8.2: Auto-correlation Test, Ho: p = g

Share Eqn p D-W Statistic Conment

sl- 0.21-28 l-.56

s2 0.305L 1-.34

s3 0 .3056 1. 36

s5 0.l_686 1_.64

inconclusive

inconc 1us ive

inconcfusíve

inconclusive

SY -0.1901 2.35 no autocorrelation

d = 2 (t-p) . Testing for positive autocorïelation; ifd s du,

reject Ho, if d > du, do not reject Ho, and if d" < d < du, test is

inconclusive.

cR d" d]

18 0.82L L.836

2.52 0.917 1_.945

s8 0.991- 2.041



The only sure way of solving autocorrel-at.ion problern, if at

all ít is significant/ is by increasing the sanpfe síze to alfow

for more season variation. Though the estimates are unbiased, they

are inefficient over time as the error is embedded in the estimated

parameters, whose variances are underestimated if the OLS is
appfied.

Sources of autocorrelation
-Omission of important varíables,
-Mis - speci f ication of the mathematical form of the model

- Extrapolation/generation of data from the available for missing

observations, or
-mis - specification of the true error term u.

T"bl" B.3 N"g.

Maín Diagonaf Elements of the Hessian matrix

ô2log C
õwrôw,

ô2 1og c
ô w"ôw,

= 2 þ,,
2

wa

(1-1ogø,) ='1,3;9r?.2' í-6.32) = - 0.ooo2

= ry (r-roswz) = 2Jo:9s3) (1-e.zo) = - o.ooo42a5A . 4

W = 
#(1-1os,/3) 

= rlì;liZ, (1-5.04) = - o.o0s7

2L:n o-tog*o¡ =

= 
+(1-rosøu) =

i:åtr* (1-?.6e) = -2.6 xro-E

' !9:=t6? ) n.-B .25\ = -o . ooo5
41 57.3

ô"c 
=

ôwoôwo



APPENDIX C: OUESTIONNATRE AND DATA SET

(Ï). THE FARMER OUESTIONNAIRE

L. (a) Farrn size

(b) For long have you been farming?

(c ) vrhat crops do you gro\{.

2, (a) What determines ho¡v much tobacco you cultivate?

(b) How much tobacco is usual-fy produced?

rr rr rr rr " sold?,,.,.
(c) To rvhom do you se1l the tobacco?.. . . .

3. PRODUCTTON AND SAIES OF TOBACCO

Year Area(Ha) Output (k9) Sel_Iing price

1990/9L

799L/92

1992/93
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TNPUTS

(i) FERTfiTZERS

YEAR TYPE QUANTITY UNIT PRICE

L990/91

L99I/92

1992/93

(ii) roBAcco sEEÐ

YEAR QUANTITY UNIT PRICE TOTAL EXPENDITURE

L990//91

L997/92

L992/93



(ííí) HERB rC IDES/PESTTC IDES

YEAR Quantity UNIT PRICE TOTAL EXPENDITURE

L990//91-

L99L/92

L992/93

(íV) MACIIINERY/TRACTOR IIIRE

YEAR AMOUNT RENTAL FEE TOTAL EXPENDITURE

L990 /91
L99t/92

1-992/93



(v) ¡ABOUR

YEAR No. of WORKERS WAGE RATE TOTAL BILL

L990//91-

L991_/92

L992/93

(v) oTHER INPUTS ( specify)

YEAR OUANTI TY UNIT PRICE TOTAL EXPENDITURE

L990/91)

3-991//92

1992/93



5. (a) How do you determine hov¡ much of the other crops to
grow? .

(b) What is the future like for
tobacco ?

(C) MAIZE OUTPUT

YEAR AREA OUTPUT

L990 /91

L991-/92

7992/93

i 'thank you very much for your tine and the invaluabfe infornation. I

: The information will be treated as strictly confidential_.



(TT). THE POOLED CROSS - SECTTON/TIME - SERTES DATA FROM ZAI{BTAN

TOBACCO FARMERS FOR THE L990/9L-93 CROP SEASONS

Table C.1: Tobacco Output

Farner Season Price( ZK) Output (kg ) Size of Farm (Ha )

1,

3.

l-
2
2

2
3
2
3
3
2
3

2
3
2
2
3
t
3
2
3

3
t
3

3
3
3
2

l-
..)

3
4
2

190.8
357 .2
156
799
L42
L64 .5
385
526 .4
1_20
300
250
90
430
900
320
720
250
r_0 0
300
400
350
240
343.l-
250
500
s00
350
352 .5
447 .8
500
¿arar

400
350
300
200
1_4 0

68, 000
63 / 000
8, 000
3, 400
4, 000
6/500
7 ,000
6, 000
6 t2O0
7,000
8, 000
5, 000
14 / 000
39,000
i-¡ 000
6, 000
218 r 000
1, 500
30, 500
L2 ,900
l-l-,000
4,500
3¡500
L2 t 0L3
24 t 000
5,000
l-4, 500
28 / 000
75,000
4/000
7 t400
2 ,000
5,000
5,000
6, 000
3, 580

2t500
2t500
1,500
1, 500
L04
L04
80
BO

7,000
300
57
1t 200
1,300
l_/ 300
250
91_7
273
987
987
20
20
34:-
34L
1, 600
t_/ 600
450
450
1" t 322
3,000
277
271
209
209
209
209
218

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

l-0 .

l_1.
12.
1-3 .

L4.

t-5 .

l_6 .

17

t-8 .

1-9 .

20.

2 Lr<

*: Data inc.l-udes that of the l-989l90 season as well .
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Table c. 2 : Tobacco Seed

Farmer Seas on Pricelgramme Quantity Bought (grns )

L.

2.

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
1L.
L2.
l-3 .

L4.

l_5.

l-6 .

77.

t-8 .

L9,
¿u.

2L.

22.

400
600
80
138.4
64
l-4 0
40
L20
LL2
l_0 0
500
400
500
s00
4, L66
3,333
500
450
L,200
200
l_,400
280
670
750
870
140
200
2,500
l-l 000
250
2t500
2,500
4 t 1-60
l_0 / 000
l_8,330
l-,330

l_

2
2
3
2
3
2
3
3
2
3
3
2
3
2
2
3
2
3
2

2
3

3
2
3
3
3
t
3
l-
2
3

)

200
300
100
30
5, 000
r_0, 000
L75
L75
100
20
20
40
15
43
l-0 B
36
600
10
10
50
50
20
20
1_0 0
100
300
300
l-0
800
JU
30
24
36
36
36
l-8
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Table C.3: Machínery (or Tractor hiTe)

Farmer Season Rate/Ha Number of Hectares

5.
6.
7.

9.

1.

2.

3.

l_0 .

l_1.
1-2 .

-LJ .

L4.

l-5 .

16.

77.

18.
lo
20.

2L.

1.>

1
2
2
3
2

2
3
3

2
3

3
2
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
2

3
3

3
1
2
3
4
t

16 / 000
22 ,000
33, ooo
50 / 000
1,360
5, 150
3/000
5/000
40, 000
18, 000
l-8, 000
s0, 000
l_9 / 000
35 / 000
l_o / 000
r_0, 000
20, 000
l-0, 000
20 / 000
25 | 0OO
s0,000
30, 000
50 / 000
7,s00
12 ,000
12,500
20 / 000
20, 000
28, 000
20 / 000
50 ¿ 000
5, 000
t-0 / 000
i-5, 000
25 | 000
r-l_,500

50
40
5
3
4
I
7
7
1_

l_0
L4
4
t_5
40
2
6
273)
4
8
l-0
4
4
l-5
28
3
L2
20
32
5
6
4
6
6
6
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Table C.4 : l,abour

Farner Season Rate/day* Nunber of Workers

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.
7.

9.

l-0 .

l-1 .

72.
t_3 .

L4.

l_5.

l-6 .

L7.

t-8 .
10
t(\

2L.

22.

130
285
L25
L7B
L07
160
90
L7I

200
200
250
L96
268
45
t-5 0
1_41
1_07
285
65
L45
L20
l-60
250
300
l- 50
280
450
280
80
l-8 0
30
l-50
300
300
L45

34
29
L6

l-0
t_0
25
25
40
t-5
1l-
20
70
135
L2
13
284
10
10
,q
2(
l-8
L8
20
20
45
45
80
50
20
20
L2
l-5
t5
l_5
L2

1
2
2
3
2
3
2
3
3

2
3

2
3
2
2
3
2

2
3

3
2
3

3
3
3,
3
1

3
4
2

* There are twenty-síx working days
the typíca1 agricultural cafendar
farmers' calender is twelve months

in a month on average. Afthough
is about eight months, tobacco
long.
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Tabfe C. 5: Che¡nicals

Farmer S eas on PrÍcelfitre Number of fitres
l-.

2.

4.

6.
7.
a

o

i-0 .

l-l-.
12.
-LJ .

L4.

Ls.

L6.

L7.

18.
l-9 .

20.

21,.

22.

l_

2
2
3
2
3

3
3
2
3

¿

3
2
2

2
3
2
3

3
2
3

3
3
3
t
3
l_
t
3
4
)

3 / 055
7 ,639
7 ,000
9/000
L47
43J.
2 ,000
4, 000
L,7 68
250
400
3/000
1, 058
4t064
1,220
440
l-, 500
l- ¡ 580
3, l-60
1-l 000
2 ,300
3/000
1, 500
LtL45
8, 825
660
972
1,600
6/600
3,333
2t0o0
9/500
9¡500
20, 000
20 / 000
l-, 600

27
39
1"

t
4
4
7
7
30
20
20
80
2U
80
20
20
2U
l- / 3l-6
3, ooo
!44
96
2
2
840
40
l-0 8
1_80
420
?ô
12
6
i-0
l-0
t_0
l_0
2
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Tabfe C.6 : Fertílizers

Farmer S ea son Pricel50k9 Bag Number of Bags

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
q

l-0 .

11.
1-2 .

l_3 .

14.

i_5 .

t-6 .

rt.
LB.
l_9 .

20.

2L.

1
2
2
3
2
3
2

3

2
3
3
¿
3
2
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
3

3
3

3
L
2
3
4
2

4,500
B, 000
3, 900
5/800
5,870
5,870
s, 000
10 / 000
4,200
s, 000
8,000
5/ 000
3, 800
7,040
800
800
I ,282
800
4,500
3 / 500
7/000
3/000
4/000
800
4,700
4/000
7/500
5 t20O
3¡000
4,000
7,000
800
3¡800
5/000
10, 000
800

550
450
frU
36

1 ?')
L26
L26
14
r_5 0
2I0
80
2,500
3/000

L02
3,276
32
tr4
200
200
68
68
255
476
48
L92
350
780
L96
120
54
66
67
56
42
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( rrr) . TIME-SERIES DATA

Table C. 7 Production and Price data for Virginia and Burley Tobacco

YEAR Weight ( kgs ) Price/kg Weight (kgs ) price/kg

1955
1956
l-958
L959
1960
1-961-
L962
l-963
L964
l-965
1966
L967
l-968
L969
L97 0
197 L

1,97 2
L97 3
1-97 4
L97 5
1-97 6
1-97 7
L97I
L97 9
r-980
19 81
L982
1983
L984
1985
r-986
1,987
1988
r_989
i_990
l_9 9l-
1992
Luangwa )

3 , 457 ,000
4/589/000
4t20B,OO0
3 / 078,000
5, 670 / 000
5,745t000
7 | 340 ,000
7,04L,000
10, 985, 000
6t61_4t000
6, 580, 000
4,999 ,000
6t292t000
5 ¡ 033, 000
4/805/000
6 ,248 ,000
5t544t000
6 ,236 | 000
6 ,21-4 | 000
6, 480,000
6t236t000
5 ¡ 588, 000
3 / 703, 000
4/590/000
4 t L26 ,000
2,350/ 000
l-l 868,000
2t337 t000
2t620t000
2t1_94t000
2t978,000
2t955t000
3, 738 / 000
3 | 249 ,000
2,927 t000
3,525,000
3 / 006, 000

0 .62
0.57
0.70
0 .64
0 .62
0.6r_
0 .64
0.7s
0. s1
0,61
0 .67
0 .97
0 .67
0.78
0.65
0.69
o.75
0.88
0.90
0.81-
1.00
0.98
L.29
1.5r-
L.57
3.58
2 .40
2 .67
2.80
3 .45
1r-. 00
19.90
25.72
28.50
84 .49
L94 .49
342 .00

255, 000
389, 000
385/ 000
47Lt000
430 r 000
s02,000
31,2 | 000
264 ,000
259,000
380, 000
554 / 000
664, 000
703, 000
s3 6, 000
500, 959
56s,830
6l-5 / 504
6s0 ,97 6
6L0 ,208
Lt01_6t407
t_,553,099
1-t798,678
337, 068

l_. 6s
s.00
8.78
L2 .46
1-7 .44
7r..00
16r..00
380.00 (West

0.56
0. s6
0.57
0.61-
0.88
0.97

of

Source: NATco
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Tabfe C.8 Proilucer Prices For Tobacco (1970-1990)

YEAR Vírginia Burfey

1"97 0
L97 1"

L97 2
r97 3
197 4
1 0? q

r97 6
L97 7
1-97I
L97 9
1980
19 81-
1-982
l-983
r984
198s
l-986
L987
198I
1989
1990

0.81 0.56
0.81 0.56
0. BB o.57
0.88 0 .62
0 .96 0. 88
0.84 0 .97
0.97 l-.01
l_. r-0 l-.06
l_.45 1.10
1.51- 1.1-l-
L .57 1- .25
l-. 65 1.26
2 .40 1. 56
2.70 1.65
2.80 1.80
3 .45 2.30
5.L2 3.50
6.25 5.l-0
l-4.00 9.00
L4.40 1,2.O0
60 .00 48.00

Source: Ministry of Agriculture
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Table C.9: Virginnia Tobacco: price, Area, Output, and Sales
(1950-1970)

YEAR PTice/Ib Acres '000 lbs K'000 us s ,000

1950
19 51_

1952
l_953
L954
l-95s
t_956
1957
l_958
i_959
r_960
196L
1-962
t_963
L964
l_965
L966
L967
l-968
L969
L97 0

0.28
0.28
0.29
0.34
0 .23
^ 

)'l
0.31_
o .44
0.31_
0.35
0.28

L4t574
2,835
23 ,535
2Lt779
L4,6L0
13, 550
L4t870
L2 | L00
1_2 | 860
L3 ,87 o
l-4, 830
l-6, 950
16 ,87 0
20 ,390
25 t L10
L6 t250
L6t970
l-1¡ 340
L4,640
L4,2oo
13, 500

6t1-71"
10,698
9,779
L0 t779
7 t885
7 t606
t_0 / 096
9 t257
6 t773
1,2,628
12t470
L4 | 840
l-6, 150
L5 ,490
24,L70
l-4, 550
1-4 | 570
L0 t720
l-3 r 850
1Lt070
10, 6oo

3t492
4|L55
4t684
5 t267
5/559
3 ,928
4,5r7
4 ,717
4 ,294
3t904
3, 000

4 ,990
5,940
6 ,6990
7 t520
7 t940
5,612
6t453
6,7s9
6,130
5t465
4 t200

Source: Fanilv Farminq Tobacco proiect: Zambian covernment
(Tobacco Board Of zambia, ,Jufy 197L).
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